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"I died on the seventeenth of July 1996--Life became very interesting after that."Over the past

several decades, countless accounts have surfaced from those who have died. Now more than

ever, people are sharing stories of angels, guides, a great White Light and a sensation of love that

can only be imagined. They also describe how much life changes as a result of these

experiences.With the support of all these voices, however, it still takes tremendous courage to tell a

story like Edward's.A self-employed bricklayer, Edward Spellman was in a terible accident just

outside Canberra. He suddenly found himself with Jesus, Archangel Uriel and a third presence

looking down upon his body still strapped inside the wreck of his car. They showed Edward why he

was here in this life and how it connected to past and future lives, then they offered him a choice:

stay with them or go back to fulfill his life's mission and share his truth.Edward chose to return and

found that physically recovering from the accident was only the beginning. Along his journey, he

would be challenged to develope more trust and resilience than he ever knew he had.Uriel's Gift

describes the discovery of life's--and Spirit's--truest riches. It is a moving, soulful account of what it

means to be alive and participating in the developement of the soul.
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I was searching on  to see if Lorna Byrne had a new book I was looking for and came across this

one. Then I read a review saying that person had read Angel In My Hair and The Shack (both books

I have) so I immediately bought this book. I had no hesitation. I love reading people's accounts of

their experiences. I get more insights or confirmations on things I believe. That's just what I got

here! Love to all. Thank you for writing this book.

Take this amazing account into your heart... Let it seep into your bones throughout your days and

be a buoy to your Soul as you travel. The footprints of an endless "Thank You for this journey" are

the truest impressions in the sand I can leave as I, myself, continue forward...

I couldn't put the book down,and when i did. I had to return and read more. Amazing i felt as i was

there with him in every journey.

I really enjoyed reading Uriel's Gift.It resonated with me because I've read Angels in My Hair by

Lorna Byrne and both authors have had profound experiences with angels.And there was

something about this book that drew me in and connected me with the Divine. I also think it

resonates with a book I read years ago, called The Shack, which I loved. My favourite part of the

book was Chapter 22, called Snowballs because it made me smile and his relationship with Jesus is

so special.Edward's experience has lessened my own angst about what might happen after death.

Reading about his near-death experience taught me that our guides are there for us, but sometimes

it's not our time to stay on the other side, and at those times we have may choose to return to life to

fulfil certain life purposes.His visions are so vivid and as a reader I journeyed with him as he figured

out how to live after a pivotal physical, emotional and spiritual shift in his life.There are many layers

and spiritual gems to be found in this book.

I found this wonderful book enlightening and inspiring because it revealed experiences of a spiritual

nature and the profound inner changes that was brought about by them. It is very well written and

deeply honest and intimate. I love the integrity and transparency Edward displayed so well in this

book. If anyone is looking for a first hand account of what it's like to be touched by God this book is



for you! Loved it!

An absolutely wonderful book that describes the Spiritual journey and our soul's growth. Edward did

an amazing job recounting the different ways that Spirit is speaking to him and letting us all know

that we are protected and safe as we experience life on earth.
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